Allergy related to dental implant and its clinical significance
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Abstract: The oral cavity provides an ideal and unique environment for study of biological processes involving metallic dental aids. Dental materials within the mouth interact continually with physiological fluids. Oral tissues are exposed to a veritable bombardment of both chemical and physical stimuli as well as the metabolism of many species of bacteria; yet, for the most part, oral tissues remain healthy. The pH of saliva varies from 5.2 to 7.8. Teeth, restorations, or any prosthesis including dental implants in the oral cavity have to function in one of the most inhospitable environments in the human body. They are subject to larger temperature and pH variations than most other parts of the body. Corrosion, the graded degradation of materials by electrochemical attack, is of concern particularly when dental implants are placed in the hostile electrolytic environment provided by the human mouth. Allergic reactions may occur from the presence of ions produced from the corrosion of implants. The present article describes various manifestations of allergic reactions due to implant material in the oral cavity.
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Introduction

Artificial and natural teeth, metallic dental implants, as well as restorative materials within the mouth interact continually with physiological fluids. They function in one of the most inhospitable environments in the human body. During 24 hours, restorations and teeth are exposed to a variety of eatables, from tea or coffee causing higher temperatures to ice or cold drinks causing lower temperatures, from fruit juices causing a reduction of pH, to milk or other products causing an increase in pH in the oral cavity. Thus, dental materials need to be selected very carefully. Before selecting a material for dental applications, it is necessary to remember that the choice of the material depends on a number of factors such as

1. corrosion behavior,
2. mechanical properties,
3. cost,
4. availability,
5. biocompatibility, and
6. aesthetic appearance.

Thus, for the application of existing and new dental materials it is essential to have a comprehensive knowledge of these attributes.

An allergy may be defined as acute immunological responses that occur when coming into contact with a known antigen. Allergy can either be an immediate humoral response (as a result of antibody/antigen complexes of type I, II, and III reactions)
or delayed (type IV) cell-mediated response. Type IV delayed-type hypersensitivity is typically associated with implant-related allergic reaction.1,2

The materials that have been designed to be implanted inside a live structure with the aims to substitute or regenerate tissue and tissue functions are known as biomaterials. Williams defines biomaterials as those materials that are used in devices for biomedical use designed to interact with biological systems.3 Biomaterials are divided into four types: polymers, metals, ceramics, and natural materials.

Although titanium is the preferred choice for dental implants as it is an inert material, if used in oral implants, it may encourage toxic or allergic type I or IV reactions. Allergy due to titanium might be accountable for the failure of implants in some cases (known as “cluster patients”).3 It has been documented that the risk of titanium allergy is more prevalent in patients having sensitivity to other metals. In such types of cases, an allergy assessment is suggested to exclude problems related with titanium implants.

Titanium and zirconium are highly reactive metals, and when exposed to fluid media or air they quickly develop a layer of titanium dioxide (TiO₂) or zirconium dioxide (ZrO₂). This layer of metal dioxide forms a boundary at the interface between the biological medium and the metal structure and prevents further deterioration of materials. It produces passivation of the metal, determining the degree of biocompatibility and the biological response to the implant.3-5 Any rupture of the oxide layer may produce corrosion of these metals and affect biocompatibility.1

Furthermore, the insertion of titanium implants and their presence in the human body may also cause internal exposure which ultimately leads to titanium ions to concentrate in tissues, regional lymph nodes, and pulmonary tissue. Concentrations of between 100 and 300 ppm have been discovered in peri-implant tissues, often accompanied by discoloration, which can be well tolerated,6-10 or by type IV hypersensitivity reactions, with titanium particles inside the macrophage lysosomes.11-15 In an implant failure study, two implants came out without any infection, and in that particular patient, the presence of titanium in the lungs was observed to be 2.2–3.8 times higher than normal, and 7.0–9.4 times higher in the enlarged lymph nodes.15

Allergic reaction to a metal comes from the presence of ions following ingestion, skin or mucosal contact, or from implant corrosion processes.16,17 These ions, although not sensitizers, form complexes with native proteins and act as allergens causing hypersensitivity reactions. Titanium allergies have presented with signs of urticaria, eczema, edema, redness, and pruritus of the skin or mucosa, either localized, at distant sites, or generalized.18-20 In some special cases, allergic reactions have been associated with more serious problems such as atopic dermatitis, impaired healing of fractures, pain, necrosis, and weakening of orthopedic implants and tolerance phenomena.20 In the field of implants dentistry, the appearance of facial erythema and non-keratinized, edematous, proliferative hyperplastic tissue have also been described.21

Allergy to implant materials

The orofacial regions have been associated with types I, III, and IV allergies. One of the most common types of allergy found in the oral cavity is type IV, in which the appearance of characteristic features related to the allergy can start from a few days to several years from contact with allergens.22-26

Clinical manifestations of an allergy in the orofacial region

Patients with an oral allergy demonstrate various clinical features such as burning or tingling sensations, generally associated with swelling, oral dryness, or loss of taste,27 or occasionally more common signs and symptoms (eg, headache, dyspepsia, asthenia, arthralgia, myalgia, etc).23,27 Allergy in the oral cavity manifests as erythema of the oral mucosa, labial edema, or purpuric patches on the palate, mouth ulcers, hyperplastic gingivitis, depapillation on the tongue, angular cheilitis, perioral eczematous eruption, or lichenoid reactions.23 Type I allergy may appear clinically in the orofacial region, in the acute form as swelling, may involve the upper respiratory tract, and be dangerous for the patient. In serious conditions, it may convert to urticarial reactions with or without tingling sensations confined to a small area in the oral or pharyngeal cavity.22

Diagnostic tests for allergy

1. Epicutaneous tests (patch tests): After applying different allergens on the back of the patient, the consequences of the allergens are evaluated, preferably after 48 and 72 hours for the majority of allergens (gold can react late so it can be tested after 10 days). In the positive test for an allergen, the area of skin related to the tested allergen will showed erythematous reactions, vesicles, and itching. Patch tests are limited in use due to their poor sensitivity, which has been demonstrated for approximately 75% of type IV metal allergies.28 Lack of standardization for certain metals like titanium may limit the use of a patch test.29
2. Type I allergy can be diagnosed by a skin test (prick test) which involves intradermal inoculation of the allergen. It is analyzed within 15 to 30 minutes.\textsuperscript{30} Red, papular, and/or vesicular reactions of the skin may appear in positive test conditions. Prick tests are not recommended for testing of allergy related to a dental material in the oral cavity. Frequently, type IV allergy is associated with dental materials in the oral cavity.

3. The lymphocyte transformation test (LTT) is applied by an in vitro method in mucosal sensitizing allergens. The optimized version of LTT is known as Memory Lymphocyte Immuno Stimulation Assay (MELISA). Local and systemic effects of hypersensitivity resulting from allergies can be analyzed by this method.\textsuperscript{31,32} An allergy evaluation for titanium is suggested in those titanium implant indicated patients who have a history of allergy to other metals. Under hostile circumstances, lower pH phenomenon in a peri-implantitis region to implant facing extreme mechanical forces, or in the proximity of implant with other metals such as amalgam, gold alloy, or chromium-cobalt alloys, corrosion of titanium may occur. Titanium ions or microparticles of titanium released in the area of periodontal tissue adjacent to the implant can cause inflammatory reactions in the surrounding tissues.\textsuperscript{33} Macrophages, activated by titanium, secrete cytokines which are responsible for the initiation of different diseases. Titanium ions (haptens) released by surface degradation may combine with endogenous proteins to form antigenic molecules due to their high affinity with protein. These antigenic molecules (the allergen) are captured by langerhans cells, related to T-lymphocytes. It produces Type IV allergy, known as delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction to the patient after repeated contact of an allergen with skin or mucosa.

**Corrosion and dental implants**

Corrosion is the deterioration of a metal due to interaction (electrochemical attack) with its environment, which results in the release of ions into the surrounding microenvironment.\textsuperscript{34,35} Passivating metals like titanium, vanadium, zirconium, niobium, and tantalum, resist corrosion due to the formation of a surface oxide layer. A recent review of the literature demonstrated that corrosion may become one of the factors for dental implant failure.\textsuperscript{1,35}

All of the metallic materials used in implants in tissues are accountable, to a certain degree, to corrosion due to variations in the internal electrolyte environment. When metal particles/ions are released from the implant surface, they can migrate systemically, remain in the intercellular spaces near the site where they were released, or be taken up by macrophages.\textsuperscript{36,37} The presence of metallic particles in peri-implant tissues may not only be due to a process of electrochemical corrosion, but also to frictional wear, or a synergistic combination of the two. Moreover, mechanical disruption during insertion, abutment connection, or removal of failing implants have been suggested as possible causes of the release of particles from metal structures.\textsuperscript{34,38} The release of particles/ions from the implant into the surrounding biological compartment, their biodistribution in the body, and their final destination are issues that lie at the center of studies on biocompatibility and bio kinetics. The potential toxicity and biological risks associated with ions and/or particles released due to corrosion of metallic implants is a health concern for patients with prostheses (orthopedic and/or dental) due to the long duration that these implants stay inside the body. The corrosion products formed as a result of metal–environment interactions have an effect on the biocompatibility and long term stability of the prostheses/implants.\textsuperscript{1}

Any prior history of allergies of the patient should be evaluated. Metal allergy assessment and allergy testing is recommended in patients prior to the placement of dental implants, to get a successful outcome of implant function. An allergic reaction can be rationally guessed subsequent to metallic implant placement, based on clinical features linked with allergy, such as rash, urticaria, pruritus, oral erythema, swelling in the region, eczematous lesions, or hyperplastic lesions of periodontal tissue (the peri-implant mucosa). In such cases, allergy testing must be carried out.

**Discussion**

Since the 1960s, titanium has developed into a well-accepted metallic biomaterial due to its unique properties, with many biomechanical applications including arthroplasty, osteosynthesis, pacemaker cases, oral reconstructive procedures, anchorage of bone conductive hearing aids and epistheses, as well as jewelry for body piercing. It should be noted, however, that no material, including implants, can be considered universally biocompatible.\textsuperscript{39} It is now documented that environmental factors are contributing factors in the increasing occurrence of allergic disorders affecting the world population.\textsuperscript{40,41} It is also known that dental biomaterials discharge substances that alter the oral environment to a varying degree\textsuperscript{42,47} and thus may add to local allergic reactions within the oral tissues. In the oral cavity, an elevated concentration of metal ions may be noxious and act as a local immunosuppressant. In previous studies, it has been recommended that a hypersensitivity reaction due to a titanium implant is of concern for implant longevity.\textsuperscript{44,45}
Whether titanium dental implants along with allergic reactions like skin rash, flush, and eczema are entirely related to titanium hypersensitivity or not, is a contentious issue. Titanium alloys (mainly titanium, aluminum, and vanadium alloys) are the preferred choice for dental implants as compared to pure titanium, due to their higher strength. However small amounts of other elements associated with titanium alloys can act as “impurities.” These element impurities in the titanium implant metals can initiate allergic reactions in patients. Harloff et alused spectral analysis to investigate various titanium alloys, such as sponge titanium, TiAlV, and iodide titanium. The results of their study showed that titanium alloys contained very small amounts of additional elements such as beryllium, cobalt, chromium, copper, iron, nickel, and palladium. Forte et al showed that these elements may be causative factors for different allergic reactions in patients with dental implants. In a similar report, Schuh et al showed that even a small amount of nickel in titanium alloys may provoke or intensify allergic reactions. In similar ways, aluminum may be linked with persistent granulomas and recurrent eczema, and beryllium causes allergies in the mucosa of the oral cavity. A study related to alloys like copper–beryllium and aluminum–beryllium alloys on guinea pigs showed delayed skin hypersensitivity reactions.

Comparable consequences of the hypersensitivity of some metal impurities in titanium alloys have also been demonstrated by others in different studies; the metal impurities contributed to triggering allergic reactions in patients with dental implants. More studies are needed to establish the role of pure titanium dental implants in the development of hypersensitivity reactions. In addition, the impact of impurities in titanium alloys, the metals used in prosthetic bridgeworks, may also be a cause for allergic reactions. Nickel and cobalt-based alloys are widely used in prosthetic dentistry for crown and bridge applications; nevertheless, there seems to be no agreement regarding the safety of these alloys. Garhammer et al investigated dental cast alloys and reported a great variety of subjective complaints including gingivitis, palatal inflammation, lingual plicipa, lingua geographica, and lichenoid reactions of the oral mucosa of the patients. On the other hand, Kulak and Arikan reported no evidence that dental base metal alloys caused an increase in sensitization.

**Conclusion**

No metal or alloy is completely inert in vivo. All metals will undergo a slow removal of ions from the surface, largely because of local and temporal variations in microstructure and environment. The current massive use of these metal biomaterials in the biomedical field renders it necessary to have detailed knowledge not only of their early effects (short term failure), but also of their long term effects, with consideration that these materials remain inside the patients over long periods of time, sometimes throughout their entire life. The potential risk of corrosion and the possible detrimental consequences of its byproducts are significant issues of clinical importance. The biologic effect of the corrosion of dental implants is an important health issues associated with any metal prosthesis in the body. The presence of ions/particles and their potential local biological effects around metallic devices might affect implant outcome. A sensitive and precise test which will help to determine titanium hypersensitivity should be developed.
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